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abstract
Let D be a real ellipsoid in Cr!. In this paper we give optimal L P estimates for solutions of the a
-problem on D .
1. Introduction
Range[5] obtained HOlder estimates for solutions of the equation au =j on complex ellipsoids
whenj is a (0, I)-form. Chen-Krantz-Ma[1] obtained optimal L P estimates for solutions of the equa-
tion au =j on complex ellipsoids when f is a (0, I)-form. On the other hand, Ho[4] obtained Holder
estimates for solutions of the equation au =j on complex ellipsoids whenj is a (0, q )-form. Further,
Diederich-Fomaess-Wiegerinck[2] obtained Holder estimates for solutions of aon real ellipsoids.
Fleron[3] studied Holder estimates for solutions of the a problem on the complement of real or
complex ellipsoids. In this paper we study the optimal U estimates for solutions of the a-equation
on real ellipsoids.
2. Solutions of the aequation on real ellipsoids
Let ll, "', ln, m1, "', mn be positive even integers and let D be the real ellipsoid
D = Iz E en : r (z) < O},
where
11
r (z) = ~ (xkk + y;;'k ) -1, Zk = Xk + iYk.
k = 1
We set
m = max min (lk , mk ).
1 <:; k <:; n
We may assume mk ::;: h. We set (!Jk (x) = X lk , if;k (y) = ym k • For some positive constant rand
Sj = ~j + ir;j we set





<1> (S', z) = ~ Pj (S, z)(Zj -Sj) for z, sED.
j=1
If we choose r small enough, then we have for some positive constant c (Diederich-Fornaess-
Wiegerinck[2])
n
(1) - r (n + r (z) + Re<1> (s, z) ~ C ~ { (¢r (~j ) + cPr (7)j» IZj - Sj 1 2 + I Zj - Sj 1m} }
j= 1
forCs, Z) E D X D.
Define
(3 = Is-zI2, B (s, z) = at, W (S, z) = i*1~ ir :? dSi ,
W(s, z) = tlW (s, z) +(1- tl ) B (S, z)
Qq (W) = Cn WA (an w)n- q-l A (az W)q,
where
_ (-l)q (q-l)/2 (n -1)
Cn - (27ri ) n q
is a numerical constant. Q qCW) is defined in the same way, with Winstead of W. We define Kq = Qq
(B). Then we have the following (cf. Range [6]):
LEMMA I, Let f be a C 1 (0, q) -Jonn in D.Define
TqWf= ( fAQq-l (W) - ( fI\Kq-l.
JaDx[o.11 JD
Then u = TqWf is a solution of the equation au = f '
3. Optimal LP estimates
Using the solution of the a equation in lemma 1 and (1), we have the following (Show[7] ob-
tained the optimal U estimate for solutions of the ab-problem on D):
THEOREM 1. For every a-dosed (0, q )-fonn f with coefficients in U (D), there exists a (0, q -
1)-fonn u on D such that au =f and u satisfies the following estimates:
(i) IfP = 1, then Ilullu-'(D)5: cllfIILl(D), where r = :::i.
(ii) If 1 < P < mn + 2, then II u IlLs (D) 5: c II f IILP (D), where s < qo and qo satisfies l = pI
qo
(iii) If P = mn + 2, then II u IlLs (D) 5: C II fib (D) for all s < 00.
(iv) If P > mn+2, then IluIL1a(D)5: cllfllo(D), where a =l_(n+2) pl.
m m
PROOF. Define
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Then J1 (f) is a linear combination of Ij (0 :::;; j :::;; 11 - q - 1) :
where P = ~;I= I P,ds,.
Define
<f; (s,z)= 1J (s,z)-r(s), b(s,z)=ls-zI 2+r(t;)r(z).
Then we have
7
where aT denotes the tangential component of a. For a neighborhood U of some boundary point, we
may choose a system of local coordinates t =(tl, ... , t2,,) in such a way that
1
tk=b~l+it2k =zk-sk(k=1,···,11-1)
t'!.n-I = Im1J (s,z)
b = r (t;) - r (z).
For a >1 and s (0 :::;; S :::;; 11 - q - 1) we set
Define
A I t 11-2 1 t Im-2 (I t 11 - 3 +1 t Im-3)!t'lj = Xj - 2j-l J + Yj - 2j J + Xj - 2j-1 J Yj - 2j J j
We define ( = (t;, ... , t~_I)' ( = (t2s+l, ••• , t'!.n-2), t = (1', t 2n - l , t2n). Then we have
:::;; C (I r(2n-'!.s-3+ms+2m)(1-aldr < 00,
)()
provided that
m (s + 2) + 2n - 2s - 2
a < = as.
m (s+2)+211-2s-3
Since
mn+2ao > al > ... > an -2 =---mn+l
8
we have proved that
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11K (s, z)la df-l (s) < Ml uniformly zED,
where a is any number such that
1 < < mn+2
a mn+ l'
Similarly we have
11K (s,z)la df-l (z) < M2 uniformly sED.
Therefore we have proved (i), (ii) and (iii) of theoem l.The worst term we need to estimate for
gradzh (s, z) is given by
Let t be conjugate to p . Then
By the HOlder inequality, we have
1lgradz!j (s, z)ldf-l(S) ~ ellt IILp Ir (Z)I-l+I~-("~);I.
This proves (iv).
Let 1 ~ q ~ n - 1. Let L1 q be the maximal order of contact of the boundary of the real ellipsoid
D with q-dimensional complex linear subspaces. Suppose that Ij:2: mj (j = 1, "', n) and
ml ~ m2 ~ ••• ~ mn. Then L1 q = mn-q+l. Using the method of Ho[4], theorem 1 is improved a bit.
Now we define
(l~i~n-q+l)
(n - q +2 ~ i ~ n).
Define
n
<P (s, z)= ~ Pi (Si, Zi)(Si -Zi),
i = 1
and
v' =(Vl, "', Vn-q+l), v" =(Vn-q+2, "', Vn)
Then we have the following:
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LEMMA 2. Let m = L1 q • Then there exists a positive constant c such that
!
"- q + 1 1-r(S)+r(z)+Re<P(s,Z)2C j~l (¢j(~j)+¢j"(r;j»lzj-SjI2+lvlm+lvI2,
for (s, z) E D x D .
Using the argument of the proof of theorem 1,we have the following:
9
THEOEREM 2. Let m = L1 q and P 2 1. For every a-closed (0, q )-form f with coefficients in U
(D), there exists a (0, q - 1) form u on D such that au = f and u satisfies the following estimates:
(i) If P = 1, then II u IlrY~E (D) ~ ell Illr 1 (D), where r = :::i and c is any small number.
(ii) If 1 < P < mn + 2, then II u Ilrs(IJ)::; c II I Ilu (IJ), where s < qo and qo satisfies ~ = 1
qo P
(iii) If P = mn+2, thenllullrs(!J)::; c11/llu (!J) for all s < 00.
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